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Physician on a Mission, Dr. Kenny Davin
Fine climbs the Radio Charts while
Inspiring Goodness
Forging his path while finding inspiration in
music, Dr. Fine surrounds himself with eclectic
musical mainstays such as Buddy Miller and
Jim Lauderdale, John Hiatt, Ricky Skaggs and
the Time Jumpers, as “Bird in the Hand”
moves straight up the music charts. “Bird in the Hand” is his second consecutive
charting single, right behind “40 Days and 40 Nights,” which charted last year.
Not only is Dr. Fine surrounding himself with musical greats as he moves up the
music charts, he is one of the leading gastroenterologists in Dallas, TX, and
travels the country as a “Physician-Musician on a Mission.” Through his music and
medical background he has created an educational and enlightening musical,
medical conference that inspires audiences around the world. “I don’t care about
being noticed. It’s more about creating a movement of Spiritual Warriors to create
a force of Goodness,” states Dr.Fine.
Dr. Kenny Davin Fine is living proof of what it means to live better by implementing
raw and organic eating. Dr. Davin Fine encompasses clean eating into his diet
which leads to better living, relationships, more energy and helps to prevent
illnesses and disease. Through simple how-to-tips for choosing the “right” foods,
and dietary recommendations/recipes to help others achieve optimal nutrition,
energy and mood stability, Dr. Davin Fine influences audiences all over the world
to become raw food advocates. His groundbreaking research, led him to found the
Intestinal Health Institute in Dallas, TX where he creates awareness of the
health and nutritional needs of people throughout the world.
For more information on Kenny Davin Fine, visit www.kennydavinfine.com
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